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DISCLAIMER 

Certain portions of this document contain information about Progress Software Corporation’s 
plans for future product development and overall business strategies. Such information is 
proprietary and confidential to Progress Software Corporation and may be used by you solely in 
accordance with the terms and conditions specified in the PSDN Online (http://www.psdn.com) 
Terms of Use (http://psdn.progress.com/terms/index.ssp). Progress Software Corporation 
reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to modify or abandon without notice any of the plans 
described herein pertaining to future development and/or business development strategies.  
Any reference to third party software and/or features is intended for illustration purposes only.  
Progress Software Corporation does not endorse or sponsor such third parties or software. 

 

 

This document accompanies another in a series of presentations on updating data using the 
ProBindingSource and .NET controls. It introduces the binding source and UltraGrid properties and events 
you use to manage row deletes. First let’s take another look at the ProBindingSource properties. As with 
AllowEdit and AllowNew, there’s a property called AllowRemove that tells the binding source whether 
to allow row deletes through the query or DataSet it’s bound to.  

 

 

And like the others, it’s True by default, so it can be left that way to allow row deletes through the binding 
source. Remember that you can set it to False for any form where data deletes should not be allowed, and 
it will manage the UI controls’ behavior for you. Once again, I’ll start with the interface for my Model 
classes, to add a method definition to manage deletes in the temp-table and pass them on to the database 
table itself. The new method is called DeleteModelRow, and like the others defined in earlier sessions in 
this series, it takes the buffer name as a parameter in case the Model holds a ProDataSet with more than 
one table. 

INTERFACE Updatable.IModel:   
  … 
  METHOD PUBLIC LOGICAL CreateModelRow (INPUT pcBufferName AS CHARACTER ). 
  METHOD PUBLIC LOGICAL CancelCreateModelRow (INPUT pcBufferName AS CHARACTER ). 
  METHOD PUBLIC LOGICAL DeleteModelRow (INPUT pcBufferName AS CHARACTER ). 
END INTERFACE. 
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I add the method to the CustomerModel example class, using the support that Architect provides for 
Override / Implement Methods under the Source menu to generate the right code skeleton for me. It’s 
possible to code support for deleting multiple rows at a time. The user can select more than one row and 
then press Delete. In this case the code in the View would have to pass key information from the View 
down to the Model to tell it how to identify the rows in the table that correspond to the rows in the grid that 
the user selected for deletion. There is an example of that kind of code in the chapter on data binding in 
the OpenEdge Development: GUI for .NET Programming book, as shown here: 

 

But my goal here is just to show you how the basic properties work, so I limit the support to deleting one 
selected row at a time. This simplifies things, because if there’s just one selected row it will be positioned to 
in the temp-table query automatically. 

METHOD PUBLIC LOGICAL DeleteModelRow( INPUT pcBufferName AS CHARACTER ): 
   
 DELETE ttCustomer. 
 httCustQuery:DELETE-RESULT-LIST-ENTRY (). 
 IF SaveData("ttCustomer") THEN 
     RETURN TRUE. 
 ELSE RETURN FALSE. 
 
END METHOD. 

 

The method in the Model just needs to delete the current row, and use the ABL DELETE-RESULT-LIST-
ENTRY method to remove it from the query without reopening the query. Here the ProBindingSource 
AutoSync property that was introduced in the presentation on row creates causes the grid to reflect the 
row deletion automatically. After the execution of these two lines of ABL, the row is gone from the grid, 
from the temp-table, and from the query, but the method has to invoke the existing SaveData method to 
apply the delete to the data source – the database table – itself. Looking at the code already in SaveData 
allows us to see if there’s a change that has to be made to what it does. 

In a ProDataSet, when I delete a row, it’s removed from the temp-table itself, which is what hCustBuffer 
points to in the code shown below, but the record of the delete is kept in the ProDataSet’s Before Table, 
which is what hBeforeBuffer points to, so that SAVE-ROW-CHANGES knows what row to delete from the 
database table. Since the Before Table and the SAVE-ROW-CHANGES method apply to all forms of data 
management, including deletes as well as updates and creates, these handles and the table they point to 
apply to the row delete case as well as others. 
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METHOD PUBLIC LOGICAL SaveData( INPUT pcBufferName AS CHARACTER ): 
   
    DEFINE VARIABLE hCustBuffer   AS HANDLE NO-UNDO. 
    DEFINE VARIABLE hBeforeBuffer AS HANDLE NO-UNDO. 
         
        … 
         
        hCustBuffer = BUFFER ttCustomer:HANDLE. 
        hBeforeBuffer = hCustBuffer:BEFORE-BUFFER. 

 

However, the sample validation code that follows doesn’t apply if I’m deleting the whole row, and in fact it 
will fail, because the row is no longer in ttCustomer. So I have to add a check to skip any validation if the 
change being made is a delete. That’s recorded in the DataSet’s Before Table as a ROW-STATE of ROW-
DELETED. So the code has to be changed to skip the validation in the case of a delete. 

    IF hBeforeBuffer:ROW-STATE NE ROW-DELETED THEN 
    DO: 
        IF ttCustomer.CustomerBirthCountry NE "USA" AND 
           ttCustomer.CustomerBirthCountry NE "Germany" THEN 
        DO: 
           MESSAGE "Invalid Birth Country value, must be USA or Germany."  
               VIEW-AS ALERT-BOX. 
           hBeforeBuffer:REJECT-ROW-CHANGES (). 
           RETURN FALSE. 
        END. 
     END. 

 

For a single row delete that’s all that’s needed in the Model. Going back to the form and the grid, there’s 
another useful UltraGrid event called BeforeRowsDeleted, which is what I need to subscribe to in order 
to add support for deletes to the user interface. 

 

 

In the generated skeleton code for the event handler, you can see that the EventArgs parameter passed 
in is a subclass called BeforeRowsDeletedEventArgs. Looking at that in the Class Browser, you can see 
first of all that, as in the EventArgs class for row creates, there’s a Cancel property that needs to be set 
to tell the handler whether the delete completed successfully or needs to be backed out. 
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And specific to deletions, there’s a DisplayPromptMsg property, a Logical value that determines whether 
you get a default message asking you to confirm the delete. The grid will display one for you if you set this 
property to True, but it turns out that the message doesn’t appear at the right time to allow you to cancel 
the row delete from the temp-table, so you should normally set the property to False. The method 
implementation below shows a simple example of where to put your own message. In addition, there’s a 
Rows property that holds a collection of, in this case, all the rows being deleted. The event is called 
BeforeRowsDeleted, so it is in fact prepared to allow more than one delete at a time, though that’s not 
shown in this example. 

Here is the code for the BeforeRowsDeleted event handler that uses these EventArgs properties: 

METHOD PRIVATE VOID moUltraGridCustomer_BeforeRowsDeleted(  
    INPUT sender AS System.Object,  
    INPUT e AS Infragistics.Win.UltraWinGrid.BeforeRowsDeletedEventArgs ): 
   
    DEFINE VARIABLE oRow           AS UltraGridRow NO-UNDO. 
    DEFINE VARIABLE cBufferName    AS CHARACTER    NO-UNDO. 
         
    e:DisplayPromptMsg = FALSE. /* Don't use grid's default are-you-sure msg */ 
    IF e:Rows:Length > 1 THEN  
    DO: 
      MESSAGE "Deleting multiple rows at once is not supported." VIEW-AS ALERT-BOX. 
      e:Cancel = TRUE. 
    END. 
    ELSE DO: 
        MESSAGE "Are you sure you want to delete the selected row?" 
            VIEW-AS ALERT-BOX QUESTION BUTTONS YES-NO UPDATE lConfirmDelete 
                AS LOGICAL. 
        IF NOT lConfirmDelete THEN 
            e:Cancel = TRUE. 
        ELSE DO: 
            oRow = CAST(e:Rows:GetValue(0), UltraGridRow). /* One row deleted. */ 
            cBufferName = oRow:Band:Key. 
            IF moCustomerModel:DeleteModelRow (cBufferName) THEN 
                e:Cancel = FALSE. 
            ELSE e:Cancel = TRUE. 
        END. 
    END. 
    RETURN. 
 
END METHOD. 

 

First the code turns off the default “Are you sure?” message by setting DisplayPromptMsg to False, so 
that the method can control what the message says and when it appears. Then it examines the Rows 
property, which is a .NET collection. One of the standard properties of a collection is Length, the number of 
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elements in the collection, so the code checks the Length to make sure that only one row is marked for 
deletion.  If not, it sets the Cancel property to True to signal that the delete didn’t succeed. Then it 
supplies a custom delete confirmation message, and sets the Cancel flag accordingly.  

One of the standard collection methods is GetValue, which takes a zero-based index into the collection. 
Here the statement… 

oRow = CAST(e:Rows:GetValue(0), UltraGridRow). 

 

…returns the first (and in this case, only) row in the Rows collection. The ABL CAST function tells the 
compiler to treate the object reference returned by GetValue as an instance of an UltraGridRow, which is 
what the Rows collection contains. If the method were supporting the deletion of multiple rows at a time, it 
would have to loop through the rows in the collection (since the collection contains the rows the user has 
selected for deletion), extract key values from each row, and pass those to a delete method in the Model so 
that it could identify which rows had been selected. The present example only accesses the one selected 
row to extract the key value from the Band it’s in, which holds the buffer name for the data displayed in 
that band: 

cBufferName = oRow:Band:Key. 

 

The buffer name would be important if the binding source and the grid supported a DataSet with more than 
one table. Finally, the method invokes the delete method in the Model class: 

IF moCustomerModel:DeleteModelRow (cBufferName) THEN 
    e:Cancel = FALSE. 
ELSE e:Cancel = TRUE. 

 

After saving and re-running the form class, I can select, for instance, the test row that I added for my 
support of row creates in another presentation. The grid recognizes the keyboard Delete key as a delete 
request. Here’s the DeleteModelRow method’s confirmation message:  

 

After clicking Yes, and just to make sure the row is gone, I can sort by CustomerFirstName, and scroll 
down and look for a customer named NewCustFirst, and confirm that it’s not there: 
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To summarize, in this session I showed you the ProBindingSource AllowRemove property, which needs to 
be True for the binding source to allow deletes through the query it’s connected to. If you allow just a 
single row delete at a time, you just delete that row in the underlying table -- because the binding source 
positions to it when it’s selected in the grid -- and then delete the corresponding result list entry from the 
table’s query. If you want to support deleting multiple rows, walk through the Rows collection and pass 
key information that identifies each row to the code in the Model that can use that to delete them from its 
temp-table and the underlying data source. 

 


